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(Cutie Pie) 

 

Important Questions carrying 2marks each: 

 

Short Answer Questions    (30-40 Words)      (2 M) 

 

Q1.  Who was Cutie Pie? How did he reach the earth? 

Q2.  How did the people react on seeing Cutie Pie? 

Q3.  *Why was Cutie Pie kept in glass prison? How did he feel in it? Why? 

Q1.  ‘Though Cutie Pie escaped from the prison, he was not able to reach his planet immediately. ’Why? 

Q2.  How did Cutie Pie feel when he escaped from the prison into the world outside? 

Q3.  What attracted Ch-stal to C.H Winters that he decided to befriend him? 

Q4.  What knowledge did Ch-tsal and C.H. Winters exchange with each other? 

Q5.  ‘To lose his feathers was to lose himself for Cutie Pie’. Explain. 

Q6.  In the story the writer comments on the habit of the media to sensationalize news & the fact that public 

memory is short lived. Justify. 

Q7.  After his escape from the prison what are the things that helped Cutie Pie to recover from the miserable 

condition? 

 

Important Questions carrying 6marks each: 

 

Long Answer Questions     (80-100 Words)     (6M) 

 

Q8.  You are Ch-stal. You were captured and brought to the earth by the scientists. You were lucky enough to 

establish contact with your mother and return to your native planet. Write a letter to your friend 

describing your experience. 

Q9.  *Christopher grows up into a teenager and recollects his experiences with Cutie Pie. 

Q10.  Describe these experiences in the form of a diary entry. 

Q11.  *You are C.H. Winters, grown up and became a space scientist. In one of Space Research 

Q12.  Mission you happened to reach Cutie Pie’s planet and renewed your friendship. Write a diary extract 

describing your reunion & your experiences on the alien planet. 


